
Make underwriting decisions with a full 
picture of risk
In today’s highly competitive market, it’s critical for 
insurers to focus on improving their risk assessment 
strategies while also enhancing the customer experience.  
In this environment, insights into the health of a structure’s 
major systems—building, mechanical, electrical, and 
plumbing—are crucial for insurers looking to strike the 
balance between accurate risk exposure and a superior 
customer experience.

This is particularly true of major systems insights that 
reflect a property’s current state, rather than relying 
solely on out-of-date or standard property attributes.

Property intelligence rooted in ground-truth 
permit data
BuildFax property insights bolster your existing underwriting 
strategy by providing a better understanding of risk and  
the evolution of that risk over time. 
•  Over 1 billion data points on residential and commercial 

structures
•  20 year average depth of historical, proprietary data
•   More than 2 million residential and commercial structures 

covered

BuildFax Major Systems InsightsBuildFax Major Systems Insights

Detailed information on building condition, 
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing.

Make faster and more accurate underwriting
decisions with robust property insights
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Plumbing $189,331

Mechanical $124,855

Electrical $222,219

For a 360-degree view of property condition and history insights you can trust, 
contact a Verisk representative today. 

Make faster and more accurate decisions
With property insights that go beyond traditional  

structure attributes, insurers are empowered to  

better select risks, reduce operating expenses,  

and streamline the underwriting process.
•  Gain a competitive advantage with insight into  

mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems  
as well as overall building condition 

•   Optimize inspection spend and resources by  
prioritizing high-risk properties that lack major  
systems maintenance

•  Verify eligibility based on the age and condition  
of a structure’s major systems, and flag key  
changes at renewal

Let us do the heavy lifting
BuildFax provides flexible delivery options that integrate 

seamlessly into your workflows and increase speed to 

market. Major Systems data points, including date of last 

update and job cost, can be delivered via API, batch file, 

or policy match-and-append.

+1-800-888-4476 verisk.com/buildfax-canada


